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ABSTRACTABSTRACT
We investigate a new relation among thermal gas mass, spectral temperature, and total mass for galaxy clusters using observational 
data. Kravtsov et al. (2006) used a new mass indicator, YX, which is a product of TX and Mgas, analog to the YSZ parameter of SZ 
effects and represent the total thermal energy of the intra-cluster medium. Simulation result showed that M-YX relation has a smaller 
scatter than other indicators, such as TX and Mgas, and less sensitive to the non-gravitational process. Here we show that the M-YX
relation can be simply derived from the virial theorem. Applying the relation to observational data, we find a boundary region on the 
M-YX plane, and the distribution deviate to the simulation results. We discuss the origin and implication of this boundary.

MM--YYXX RelationRelation

From the self-similar model (Kaiser 1986, 1991), Kravtsov et al. (2006, hereafter KVN06) deduced a relation 
between the total mass of clusters, MΔc, and the integrated SZ flux, YSZ (see KVN06, Section2):

then replaced YSZ with the simplest X-ray analog YX ≡ MgasTX:

Since the self-similar model is based on a virialized system, we can also derive the M-YX relation from the 
virial theorem. For a spherical collapsed system, the virial theorem give us:

where K is the total kinetic energy and  W is the gravitational potential energy. Consider K = Kgas +Kgal and 
assume both the ICM and the galaxies are isothermal, bound to the cluster, and in equilibrium, then the total 
kinetic energy can be written as: 

where β ≡ μmPσ
2/kTX, and fgal and fgas is the galaxies and the gas mass fraction of total cluster mass, 

respectively. Here we have assumed the ICM is ideal and the galaxies have an isotropic velocity dispersion, 

The total gravitational potential energy is:

where α is a coefficient, depending on the density distribution of the cluster. If cluster is an uniform sphere, 
i.e. the density is a constant, then α=3/5; if we use an isothermal β-model as the ICM density prole, plus 
the hydrostatic equilibrium assumption, one can derive that  is a function of x ≡ rΔc/rC :

Substitute K and W into the virial theorem: 

then the M-YX relation is:

where we have replaced rΔc with ( 3MΔc/4πΔCρcrit )1/3.
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SamplesSamples

In order to test the M-YX relation, we select samples from two catalogs provided by Ota & Mitsuda (2004, 
hereafter OM04) and Reiprich & Böhringer (2002, hereafter RB02).

ÜDistance Clusters: 69 clusters with z=0.103-0.560 are selected from an X-ray catalog of the ROSAT/HRI
and ASCA provided by OM04.

ÜNearby Cluster: 100 clusters with z=0.010-0.201 are selected from an original catalog constructed by 
RB02 with the ROSAT/PSPC.

In order to compare with the results of KVN06, we use the same power-law relation with KVN06 to fit the 
observational data. The power-law relation is:

ResultsResults

Figure 1. M vs. TX of RB02 Figure 2. M vs. TX of OM04. Filled circle: regular clusters; 
opened circle: irregular clusters.
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Figure 3. M vs. YX of RB02 Figure 4. M vs. YX of OM04. For clearly, the fitting results of 
regular & Irregular cluster does not show here.

Discussion & ConclusionsDiscussion & Conclusions

Discrepancy of normalization between RB02 and OM04:

Table 1 & 2 show the discrepancy of normalization of RB02 and OM04. Table 3 list the overlapped samples 
of these two sample sets. Notice that for the same cluster, RB02 derived a larger cluster mass than OM04, 
while the gas mass is about the same. This might caused by the lower spatial resolution data which RB02 
used. A lower resolution data will shows a flatter core and steeper drop on the β-model fitting, i.e. the 
central density ρg(0) become smaller while rC and β become larger. Though this tendency would not affect 
a lot on the integrated gas mass, but when apply those parameters to estimate the total cluster mass will 
lead to a large difference. 

Slop of the M-TX and the M-YX relation:

For the M-TX relation, Table 1 shows both RB02 and OM04 have a steeper slope than the self-similar model, 
especially for the irregular clusters. This result shows that M-TX relation is sensitive to the non-gravitational 
process. On the other hand, Table 2 shows the slope of observational relations are in agreement with the 
theoretical prediction, indicate that M-YX relation is insensitive to the non-gravitational process.

Deviation of different sample sets:

Both RB02 and OM04 have large deviation in the M-TX and the M-YX relation, and do not show the trend, 
which KVN06 has shown, of decreasing deviation from the M-TX to the M-YX relation. But the difference of
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the deviation between the regular and the irregular clusters shows a decreasing tendency. This indicate that 
M-YX relation is insensitive to the dynamic state of the clusters.

Virialized relation & Binding Limit:

In Figure 3 & 4, the binding limit is derived from the binding condition (BC): E=K+W < 0, which is larger 
than the virialized relation by a factor of 2, indicate the upper limit of YX for a given cluster mass. The fgal we 
adopted here is provided by Biviano & Salucci (2006), which is about 0.02 and contribute ~10% to the total 
kinetic energy. When a higher value of fgal was adopted or other energy was introduced, both lines will 
move to the top-left on the M-YX plane. The deviation from real YX to BC limit shows how significant the 
thermal energy is among the total energy of the clusters. This might be a useful indicator to distinguish 
whether the clusters is affect by strong non-gravitational process or not. 

In this work, we have derived the M-YX relation from the virial theorem via the simple assumptions. For a 
given cluster, the upper limit of YX can be obtained from the binding condition. We apply two observational 
data sets to see the practical usage of the M-YX relation and compare with the M-TX relation. Regardless the 
systematic discrepancies between two observational data sets, both RB02 and OM04 show a good 
agreement with M ∝ YX

3/5. Though we do not see the trend of decreasing deviation from the M-TX to the M-
YX relation, the deviation of the regular and the irregular clusters show the M-YX relation is insensitive to the 
non-gravitational process, for which would affect the M-TX a lot.
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